
Sow Behaviour 
and Care 

What is Normal and What is Not
BY DR JEFF BERGERMANN



Its my hope that I’m able to provide you 
with some useful information that your 

able to take home and use



Disclaimer…...
The views and opinions in this presentation are that of my own…….
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Start off with our definitions
What is behaviour?
◦ the way in which an animal or person acts in response to a particular situation or stimulus”.

What does care mean?
◦ the provision of what is necessary for the health, welfare, maintenance, and protection of 

someone or something.
◦ look after and provide for the needs of.



We’ve been doing this for a long time



What is the natural behaviour 
of sows?

Using an evolutionary approach
◦ What does this mean

Herd animal 
◦ What’s the cost? What’s the benefit?

Natural Hierarchy
◦ Dominates and subordinates

Resources
◦ Air, Water, Food, Space, Breedings ,Novel items??

Competitive and cooperative behaviour 

In their natural environment

Domestication

Eye positioning relative to the skull



Who is the Caretaker?
The role of a “stockman”
◦ Lifetime learner of this skill

This may be the most important part of this entire presentation
◦ These are the observers of the behaviours
◦ These are the people on farm doing the work
◦ We need to promote good stockmanship!!
◦ Group sow housing requires a greater level of stockmanship
◦ Good stockmanship is an art

Has anyone had a moment where a really good stockman did 
something you wouldn’t have thought possible??



Does Anyone 
know these 
people?



Some general principals

Increasing the amount of a resources decreases the need to defend said resources and 
reduces competition for the resource

Domestic animals have a higher propensity to social behaviour
◦ Hierarchy is the group structure

Pigs have a short flight distance 

There are more then one reason for space
◦ Space to fight, space to retreat

Sometimes less is more

Taking your time takes the least amount of time…..



Normal social grouping
Sows are social animals, and naturally form groups of sows and 
their corresponding offspring this is usually 3-4 sows and their 
offspring

Newcomers are generally not permitted

In farms they’re managed in groups (even within the stalls I’d 
argue)
◦ Certain behaviours cannot be expressed in this system



Normal social grouping

The Industry is transitioning over towards 
grouped sow housing
◦ Large dynamic groups 
◦ Smaller Static groups 

Hierarchy 



Removing the animal from the group

There are a couple reasons to remove an animal from the group
◦ One of the reasons is farrowing,the sows naturally do this in the wild, 

and its part of normal parturition behaviour

Removing disadvantaged sows from the group is focused 
primarily decreasing competition for resources
◦ Allows better access to the resources they need.
◦ Stockman needs to determine that this is needed



Normal laying behaviour

In the wild, sows share a sleeping area called the 
communal nest, which allows the animals to sleep in 
close proximity of the group

In our group housed sows partitions are a great way to 
allow stable sub-groups of animals to lay in their nest 
group and increase the “small group feel” in a big group

You’ll likely see certain animals laying in the same spot 
in the same company

Space plays an important function in this



Normal feeding behavior
In the wild animals spend large portions 

of their time foraging for food

Highly competitive

Area of feeding vs food amount

Even satiated pigs will eat again in the presence of eating pigs

Often a guarded resource

Since body condition is managed closely in sows, feed is restricted to the optimal amount which 
had the potential to increase the scarcity of the resource and drive-up demand



Normal Mothering 
behaviour

Sow leaves the group to go off and 
have her piglets

Sow makes a nest

Sow forms a bond with her piglets

Sow communicates to piglets with 
grunts that its lunch time

Large bouts of time laying



Normal exploratory behaviour
Sows typically cover a large group of a large territory or range

This is a naturally selected for behaviour that benefits the group in finding new and novel feed 
ingredients



What do we 
consider 
abnormal 
behaviour?



Vulva biting
Usually occurs 3-4 weeks pre farrrow

Predisposing factors
◦ Large groups
◦ ESF feeders
◦ High stocking density
◦ pen
◦ Single daily feeding

Try to identify the sow doing the vice

What can we do?



Excessive fighting
Look primarily for scratches
◦ damage to ears
◦ damage to shoulders

Sows need space for fighting

Sows need space for retreating

Holes

What can we do?



Savaging piglets
Mostly a problem in gilts

Factors
◦ Stress/agitation
◦ Environment 
◦ Group size
◦ Behaviour of the stockman
◦ Size
◦ Breed

What can we do?



Stereotypies in sows

Higher level in stalled sows

Consists of 
◦ Bar biting
◦ Licking/Chewing
◦ Oral vacuuming

What can we do?



Shielding
Occurs in instances where the sow  doesn’t 
want the piglets to nurse

Takes some good skill to see this as it can be 
subtle subtly

May be at the beginning of lactation, or the 
end 

What can we do?



Summary
The stockman is a very important part  of the 
equation

Resources are important and need to be understood

The behaviour is often the result of the situation



Thanks for your attention



Resources
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